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SATURDAY,
I, Hatonn, am present that we
might commune and share. I
must caution you precious eager
ones to NOT PUSH THE
RIVER. Please allow Germain
and our Hosts to put together
some programs which can REALLY give input and healing at
a level wherein the “cure” can
be achieved.
I do not thwart
anyone’s effort to share and express but I ask that you of our
immediate crew members take
patience as your guidelines and
do not become “hooked” into
any or anyone’s preconceived
notions of HOW things must be.
If these groups of healing intent
worked--there would be no illness nor addictions. If you do
not have the proper keys to the
kingdom--you cannot enter.
Does this mean that I discount
efforts to form groups and share
and build? Oh no, but attend
your personal “time” most carefully and if you have committed
unto our authors then I do ask
that you remain totally flexible
in your approach.
We cannot have anything for
just the few--our thrust must be
to make available resources so
integrated that the tools can be
used by ALL in any location,
creed or language.
Healing
MUST come through COMMUNION WITH GOD--GOD

IS HEALING;
NESS.
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Does this mean that all must
wait until Dharma can somehow
“do” these things? Yes, and so
be it. We have seen to it that
techniques have been given her
and others in various modalities
of function and teaching. The
communion and instructions will
come from the Masters and it is
THEY that you must await for
fulness to unfold.
As we approach healing as can
be utilized by ones far and wide
we must attend the tools which
we produce most carefully as we
assemble that which “works”
and weed out that which is but
“chaff”. The assumption is that
these things cannot be done successfully EXCEPT AS - - -.
No, they can be done very successfully in any placement, by
all ones, if the tools sent forth
are proper.
REMEMBER--WITHIN
EVERY BEING IS AN ADULT
TRYING DESPERATELY TO
GET OUT AND STAND AS
ONE WITH HIS GODNESS!
We do not denounce in any
way--the child within, as a “for
instance”-- but we must not just
make the child content--WE
MUST RELEASE THE CHILD
INTO THE ADULT FOR
WHICH HE WAS CREATED.
Since this is our writer, however, we must await the alL ‘,
i
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lowance of her to have the time
to compile this massive amount
of work.
Do we think we know it all and
can do it all? YES! So be it.
And how has your week gone?
We come not to bring gloom
and doom tidings of great horror--we are come to show you
what has become the problems
and give you ways to solve them
and turn about your pathway for
you have forgotten in which directions your TRUTH must turn
into if you are to blossom instead of decay.
IT BEGINS
WITH YOU, REMAINS WITH
YOU AND ENDS WITH YOU!
I MEAN YOU! Will all come
into being and KNOWING?
No--but they will be given the
tools for the journey if; they so
choose to use them--and if YOU
change YOU and find that you
can bring balance and .healing
within SELF through the tools
of GOD, then it only requires
YOU! If YOU change--then all
else MUST CHANGE!
Dharma, we must compile an
EXPRESS for this coming
week. I do not like to take time
from Germain’s work because
we are finding you ones so enthused regarding the possibility
of beginning healing work for
all ones MUST BEGIN RIGHT
AT ONE WITH SELF. But our
commitment is to serve all while
we claim new ground and, precious, you will be given that
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which you need to pull the load.
There truly is nothing more important in any portion of your
life-stream--not human family,
not guests, visitors--not anything for your family has become the brotherhood and one
in New Mexico or Texas will
not have lesser attention to allow for you to visit with relatives or acquaintances.
If we
can get this old planet turned
about and the species into healing--then we shall sit and rock
in our chairs and exchange experiences--until then we meet
the needs of ALL who seek to
the very best of our capabilities.
As we lay down the blueprint-others can take up the challenge
and reins and move with it. The
gift in reward, is that it will be
given unto you to have joy and
anticipation in each new lesson
unfolded so that it is not “work”
but abundant enjoyment.
Remember that you told your
classmates in Mark’s class that
you “... don’t understand what it
is, but I know that I am to do
something profound and can’t
isolate it”? Indeed, child, and
you are finding it, albeit not that
which you anticipated nor could
ever fathom or see--because you
had to come within God to understand the purpose and passage. Is it something you would
“physically”
choose?
Not
likely, for ones in the physical
format
either
become
too
aligned with ego supremacy or
feelings of unworthiness--we
had to have one with no
predisposition other than to accept our input according to the
needs as we present them. We
can allow no tampering for the
world of human has been tampered with for so long it is all
but destroyed. It will be “God’s
way” which must prevail.
If
any man had all the answers you
would be in balance--so, let us
do it God’s way, please, while
there is yet time to change without the natural death of physical

on this place by that which is already done. If you will come
into personal balance--then, and
only then will you be given
information which can counter
that which is already brought
upon the Earth which will kill
for the next thousands of years.
Man will be given the knowledge--IF--he will turn again
unto God and within the Laws
of Creator and Creation.
Let us move on with notable
items of the day which must be
given expression in that which
needs watching and insight from
behind the doors of lies and secrecy. If it is comfort to you-things are not going so very
well with the would-be world
kings.
First, I am going to discuss a
point of “objection” to many
“hypnosis”.
ones
regarding
YOU ARE ALREADY CONTROLLED
BY
BEAMED
HYPNOSIS, MIND CONTROL
AND PROGRAMMING, ETC.
IF YOU ARE GOING TO
DISCONTINUE
THE
ATTACK--YOU WILL COUNTER IT WITH ITS OWN
WEAPON--HYPNOSIS
COMMUNION WITH G::
AND THE IMPACT CAN NO
LONGER REACH THROUGH-IT IS THE ONLY WAY! The
~ONLY way!
I am not interested in quarrels
nor even debate--IT IS THE
ONLY WAY and you who wish
to heal and have insight will
recognize it as the valuable asset
it is and recognize that it is constant already about you and
within you. The intent of the
dark energies is to cause you to
miss and refuse the healing in
order to continue control over
you. They have weakened you
and destroyed you through mind
control--YOU
MUST NOW
UNLOCK
THOSE
MINDS
AND
BE
FREE--THE
METHOD IS THROUGH THE
2
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SAME
COUNTER
TECHTHRUST
UPON
NIQUES
YOU, THE MASSES. When
you regain control of your
minds, you will again have freedom--not until!
PHOTOBIOLOGY (PSIONICS) AND RADIONICS
There are so many subjects to
be covered that we are at a loss
as to how to get them covered
and to you in timely manner.
We know that your resources
are limited and that overload is
upon you all--but I must ask that
you indulge curiosity and research some of the things we
bring you as general subject
matter. There are ones involved
and doing in-depth investigation
and efforting to bring forth
news--all over the map. Look
at Col. Gritz and others in his
group. There is great compilation of information which is
willingly (gratefully) shared by
ones such as Larry Didcoct of
Golden, Co.
I could write
steadily for the next year without another item from the discussions which NEED making
with just one group of articles
and information he has sent to
America West. He hides not-he writes to EVERYBODY he
can find and shares, shares and
shares. Try him: Larry Didcoct, 12656 W. 8th Pl,, Golden,
Co. 80401.
Radionics, of course, is a compiled meaning of “radio” and
“electro-nits” or Electronics for
simplification.
These will include the radio wave beam systems, etc., as differing from that
which is biological in electrical
energy display.
For instance,
one reason the MIAs in Vietnam, etc., are purposely refused
freedom and return is that they
bear truth in several ways which
will do in your government.
Your ?entagon CAN’T admit
that there are prisoners alive and
wanting to come home--they are
#13

“HOT”
tively .

literally

and

figura-

When the substance Agent Orange was used in Vietnam the
soldiers (yours) were deliberatly
sprayed with this Agent Orange
(dioxin).
Let me tell you
something--with use of a computerized psionics8 instrument,
and their “photographs”, one
can pick up energy being broadcast by those MIAs still living.
As a matter of fact, this is
KNOWN. Remember in May,
1991; the “MIA official” quit.
The director of the Pentagon
unit assigned to find U.S. servicemen in Vietnam resigned in
April, actually, and bitterly accused the administration
of
making his office nothing more
than a “dump to bury the whole
mess out of sight and mind”.
The administration’s efforts to
follow leads of MIA-POW
sightings were a “charade” and
a “travesty”, Army Col. Millard
Peck wrote his superiors in
March. That memo made it to
the public.
You have all sorts of “bizarre”
things taking place, such as the
person on Prozac who went on a
shooting rampage that killed
eight people in Louisville,
Kentucky. These people, dear
ones, are not victims of some
strange “drug” as you think it to
be. This is nothing other than
MIND CONTROL and in this
instance and with “Prozac” the
substance is a mind-controlling
substance which causes people
to react according to beamed
signals. The point is to cause
enough strange behavior related
to death via weapons to cause
you to outlaw weapons.
Far
fetched? No, totally simplistic.
You have a problem going back
decades which may shock you
terribly. You have a syndrome
called “sudden infant death”. It
is caused as a direct result of radionics and psionics.
The

method of tracking the infants
(predominantly males from traditional
families)
Christian
originated through research attributed
to the community
within the Zionist following.
Watch what comes out of Atlanta CDC regarding this very
thing: “the increases.. .among
white males.. .should be monitored, to determine a possible
emerging trend”.
It is found
that white male babies of the
target group die more often and
at a younger age than the remainder of the grouping. There
is no apparent cause of death.
Well, chelas, that is a result of
electronic or psionic “attack”.
The method of attack is exactly
that which is thrust at this scribe
constantly to, hopefully, cause
cardiac arrest. It is murder by
any description.
Herein, too, you must not accept the fact that because we
quote from some publications,
that we approve all material,
advertisements,
etc., in that
publication. Why do I mention
this here? Because I support
and give great credit to SPOTLIGHT but you must know that
as far back as 1988 advertising
was allowed for white males of
“Christian” background which
were enticed by advertising as a
”meeting ” gimmick but was
actually to lure these men in to
be used for experimentation using photobiology methods--usually resulting in death.
The
point was to obtain a photograph
for the purpose of the experimentation. Sound far-out? Yes
indeed!
Entire cities can be brought into
total population depression with
resulting--by
suicides
may
these beam methods. It is simply mind-control.
Add a few
viruses and you have mass
annihilation of great populations.
By the way, what of this new
\
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UNKNOWN disease which is
deadly--from onset to death, less
than a week, and is sweeping
through (especially children) of
Africa? “They” are sure it is a
virus but “they” can’t isolate it.
I won’t go more deeply into
these subjects at this time because you ones are already borderline as to ability to believe
the things we bring unto you.
But you will find that almost all
barrage against you is actually
from the beam pulses. Let me
just give you a for-instance: A
virus is a “crystalline” formation
and can be mutated, programmed and any other thing
you can do with a radio receiver--the virus itself can be
structured and programmed just
exactly like a crystal receiver.
Then the programming is entered into the brain control centers and the programming will
not interrupt until death is accomplished.
DEADLY VIRUSES ARE
SENT THROUGH
THE MAIL
You don’t believe any of the
above? Well, in view of the
tank-car full of toxic weed-killer
dumped in the Sacramento River
and now infecting Lake Shasta,
I suggest that you take note of
this: The Army, for years, has
and does ship deadly? viruses
through the U.S. mails. Biological warfare agents are regularly shipped through the mails
and via private carriers such as
UPS.
How many of you old GI’s who
served in Utah at Dugway
Proving Grounds are aware that
there has been massive building
of facilities ‘at Dugway for the
Army?
The facility is now
That
ready for “occupancy”.
means that massive amounts of
biological warfare agents will be
shipped in for the experiments
and it is planned to ship it all
#13

via carrier such as the Postal
Service for it is considered the
most expeditious method of
shipment. I am speaking of nice
tidy and deadly little critters like
Anthrax, etc.
You think I surely must josh
you? No, let us consider Denver as far back as 1989 wherein,
in the middle of a massive economic decline--a building is
being constructed at the University of Colorado Health Sciences
Center which will be a multimillion dollar high-tech research
building--the first major research facility to be built on the
sprawling campus in over 15
years. Ho-humm? Read on:
“The five-story structure, to be
erected at the gateway to the
complex on the comer of Colorado Boulevard and East 9th
Ave., will house three centers
FOR RESEARCH ON CANCER, MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY
AND
NEUROSCIIn addition, it will
ENCES.
contain a state-of-the-art lab to
allow researchers to SAFELY
HANDLE DEADLY VIRUSES
AND GENETICALLY
ALTERED MATERIAL.”
And then, there’s: “DEADLY
VIRUS CHAMBER”
Agency
unveils its $20 million hot lab”
This was 1988: Atlanta--The
National Center for Disease
Control has unveiled a $20 million “hot lab”, a super-sealed
facility for the study of the
world’s deadliest viruses, including pathogens FAR MORE
DANGEROUS THAN AIDS.. . this includes such things as
Ebola hemorrhagic fever (check
out the possible correlation with
that which is now striking
Africa [above]), Lassa fever and
fever--diseases
Rift
Valley
rarely, if ever, seen in this
country and much more hazardous in the lab than is AIDS
or rabies--” blah, blah, blah!

Dear ones, you see, you don’t
need ballistic missiles nor ballistic missile controls--you can
destroy a whole planet right
through the mail service and
even though the Russians have
the most “chemical” weaponry-the U.S. has the more abundant
“biologic” capability. The Russians have the cosmospheres-but through the control of the
Elite and the U.S. you can wipe
out the species without leaving
the surface of the planet. You
can actually do it through the
good old U.S. MAIL SERVICE!
Even your own acclaimed
“experts” in warfare say the
dangers posed by chemical
weapons and biological weapons
“may someday seem tame compared with the killing potential
of biological/chemical weapons
which employ disease-causing
viruses, bacteria or toxins.
Such weapons require relatively
little techniaal expertise, and
they are easy and inexpensive to
produce.
The toxins referred to here, in
disease causing, i.e., cancer,
heart attack, etc., virus form are
called Bio-toxins.
They are
more accurately referred to as
deadly chemical/biological warfare agents which are being
shipped through the mail, and
for reasons that they should
publicly explain, are being used
at the University of Colorado
“Health” Sciences Center. The
weapons instruments are radionics/psionics.
Yes, I am here today to tell you
that you can mark my words:
THE “NEW” DISEASE OF
UNKNOWN CHARACTERISTICS AND TITLE--IS AN
EXPERIMENTAL
INFESTATION INTENTIONALLY SET
THROUGH
THE
FORTH
ELITE
OF THE WORLD
HEALTH
ORGANIZATION
UTILIZING JUS<TTHIS TYPE
‘/ ‘s .
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OF MATERIAL. CAN IT BE
AS EFFECTIVE AS HIV? OH
INDEED--THIS RILLS RIGHT
AWAY--AIDS MUST BLOSSOM AFTER LONG HIDDEN
INCUBATION. YOU COULD
THE
BE
WITNESSING
“CURE FOR FAMINE” IN
AFRICA!
PROTECTION?
Well, there most certainly is a
protection from the “mind-control” but you aren’t going to get
KNOWN
through
any
it
counter-system on the physical
plane. You are ONLY going to
have that protection through
grace and understanding. . .a gift
from Holy God.
If you can
understand and be aware of
what is being done to you, the
technology being used, the purpose and goal of mind control...and, in that protective understanding , you will spiritually
rise above their ability to harm
you with mind control for your
own mind will instantly have
ability to counter the frequencies
Please do not
and signals.
wring your hands--get the information being brought forth
right now in the JOURNALS
for your brothers are giving you
details as to how and why the
universe works and #what you
can do about these very things
thrust upon you.
BUT DOWN TO EARTH
A group herein have now set
forth an organization called the
Constitutional Law Center. It is
now incorporated and has a
“leader” and a small research
staff. There are ones awaiting
this news and I suggest you attorneys who have been waiting-start your’ motors, Gentlemen.
If you want to know who to
contact and how you can help-ANYONE, I ask that you start
by contacting America West.
They will not bear the full load
for very long but right now it
#13

will be the only contact point so
that efficiency in start-up can be
facilitated.
The intent is to cover every aspect, eventually, of Constitutional Law from “CFS-ARCAIDS” victims (chemical warfare) to unlawful seizure of
property--to income tax and IRS
abuse to gun control abuse. WE
HAVE TO HAVE YOUR
SUPPORT, HOWEVER, LEGAL FEES ARE EXPENSIVE.
BUT IF WE ALL PULL AS A
UNIT WE CAN SWING THIS
WONDROUS
NATION
AROUND--AND THEN WILL
COME THE WORLD.
BULLETIN: If you are a “CFSARC-AIDS” victim please note
this IMPORTANT UPDATE (I
quote and have no opinion regarding the matter): 2/19/91:
Attn: “CFS-ARC-AIDS” victims (chemical warfare victims!)
CHEMICAL WARFARE--USA
now contains actual pro-se court
documents whereby any debilitated chemical/biological
warfare victim can stop the bankers
and their high priced law firms
dead in their tracks from foreclosing on your house.. .during
time of war.” (And you are still
classified as being in a state of
war, even if undeclared.)
I
suggest you get in touch with
the above (Didcoct) and or
Foundation
FACTS,
(The
against Abusive, Corrupt and
Tyrannical Systems, 422 S.W.
Fifth St., Grants Pass, OR
97526 (503) 474-5025, 1-800359-6411 or 13322 Hwy. 99,
Everett, WA 98204 (206) 7421126 Fax: (206) 742-0622. We
will eventually lock-in with
these groups to some extent but
our thrust at this particular
source is not one of activist
movement as you consider such
to be. What you do is your
business--but ours is to bring information and work totally
within the laws of God and the
land as they Constitutionally ap-

than on efforts to genuinely investigate the reports.

PlY.
I most certainly ask that our
own ones contact “FACTS” because they state: “In practicality
our main areas of interest,
though we don’t foreclose the
others, concern the ABUSE
AND EXCESSIVE EXERCISE
OF POWER BY THE CORRUPT BAR AND BENCH”.
They are also focused on issues
surrounding abortion, misinformation on AIDS, governmental
control of thought and the usual
moral and patriotic causes. I
leave it to you readers as to that
which you do with this information.
Please take a short
break.
#2

PENTAGON DISMISSES
EVIDENCE
To continue a bit with the subject of missing and unaccountedfor American servicemen and
their still being held prisoner,
let us look at the evidence and
Pentagon footwork. Of course,
you understand that to have the
Pentagon investigate the publicized photographs of missing
servicemen--identified--is
like
asking the one who embezzled
the money from the bank do the
examination
of
the
bank
records.
As you will recall, Col. Millard
Peck, who is one of the nation’s
most highly decorated officers
of the Vietnam War, resigned
and left a five-page letter tacked
to his door as he left his office.
That letter forced the Pentagon
into a frantically defensive posture, with Peck eloquently stating that he was resigning
the effort to account for
America’s missing servicemen
was a total sham, with the emphasis being placed on discounting reports of sightings of
Americans, in bcaptivity rather
5
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You ask, “How do we ever get
the information on these matters
public?”
This is how--Cal.
Gritz and Col. Minett and others
who speak out in spite of the
dangers, go forth and then a
Col. Peck joins them and so it
goes, one after another who
go forth and stand tall to
the flag, truth and nation and
After a
tell you TRUTH.
while, dear ones, they simply
cannot kill or silence you ALL.
You have several opportunities
where facts and proof are available and if you do not use these
tools to start that leverage
moving back to the Constitution
and National Brotherhood then
you are a lost cause. You NOW
HAVE
WITH
PROOF,
IDENTIFICATION,
OF ALIVE
PRISONERS--AND
THERE WERE OVER TWO
THOUSAND
OF
THEM-THERE ARE STILL A GREAT
MANY WHICH ARE INTENDED FOR DEATH OR
INCARCERATION
FOR
THEIR REMAINING DAYS
TO PROTECT THE EVIL
CRIMINALS WITHIN YOUR
HIGHEST GOVERNMENTAL
,
PLACES.

Peck appeared in June before
the House Foreign Relations
Committee’s Subcommittee on
East Asian and Pacific Affairs,
chaired by Rep. Stephen J. Solarz (oh retch-retch).
WIDELY DESPISED
Solarz, rightfully so, is’intensely
disliked by POW-MIA activists
for burying, details concerning
the missing Americans within
the subcommittee’s national security blanket of secrecy, and
is, nevertheless, a powerful figure in the House.
He is the
front pusher for the Zionists and
is being put up for President
#13

through those lobby groups.
If
he doesn’t make it to the Presidency, which is not planned by
his opponents--he is pushing for
a Democratic President so that
he can be the Secretary of State-a slot already approved for
him.
He has amassed one of the
largest campaign war chests in
the House and has considered
challenging
Sen.
Alfonse
D’Amato, who is seeking reelection next year.
In public session Peck was able
to say little about the inner
workings of the Pentagon’s
POW-MIA efforts,
and his
statements regarding govemment and quasi-government officials involved in attempting to
bury the issue were reserved for
session
of
the
closed
subcommittee.
-MADE SECRET
What Peck had to say about
these officials was then classified as secret by Solarz’s
subcommittee.
The Pentagon, under the direction of Secretary of Defense
Richard Cheney, ordered an
investigation of the charges
made by Peck in his letter of
resignation.
The Pentagon has now supposedly completed “its investigation” and has stated that there is
”
And what do you suppose happened to Col. Peck?
l-hey
didn’t dare allow him to resign
as he petitioned--for he was far
too dangerous to the Elite--so
they required he remain in the
military service where they
could control him through military jurisdiction
and silence
him. He has been assigned to a
new office in the Military Dis-

trict of Washington, which provides
In other words--an
absolutely NOTHING position
created to keep him in prison.
BLASTED MILLSGRIFFITHS
In his resignation, Peck blasted
Ann Mills-Griffiths, the controversial executive director of the
National League of Families, a
supposedly private group of
POW-MIA family members.
Mills-Griffiths,
Mrs.
Peck
claimed, “occupies an interesting and questionable position in
the whole cover-up process.
“Although assiduously ’ chuming’ the account to give a
tawdry illusion of progress, ”
Peck charged, “she is adamantly
opposed to any initiatives to
actually get to the heart of the
problem, and, more importantly, interferes in or actively
sabotages POW-MIA analyses
or investigations. She insists on
rewriting or editing all significant documents produced by the
office, inserting her own twist
or meaning to what was originally prepared.
This is then
touted as the DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) position. ”
Peck said Mrs. Mills-Griffiths
“apparently has access to top-secret, code word message traffic,
for which she is supposedly not
cleared, and she receives it well
ahead of the DIA intelligence
analysts.
“She was brought from the
‘outside’ into the center of the
imbroglio, and then, cloaked in
a mantle of sanctimony, routinely impedes real progress and
insidiously ‘muddles up’ the issue.
“One wonders who she REALLY is, and. where she came
0
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from,” Peck wrote. [I, Hatonn,
suggest that if anyone really
wants to know this, they will
uncover the secret liaisons by
checking the listings of members of the Council of Foreign
Relations ?
Trilateral
the
Commission and the Bilderberg
Group. When you have a female within a marriage, all sorts
of things are lost. I also suggest
you look for relationships with
Armitage and Gates as well.
Then look into the advisers
surrounding
George
SOUP
Bush. It is more involved than
the “Swiss Bankers” mess.]
Peck said he feels “very
strongly that this issue is being
manipulated and controlled at a
higher level, not with the goal
of resolving it, but more to obfuscate the question of live prisoners.
“DIA’ s role in the affair is truly
unfortunate, ” Peck said. “The
overall agency has generally
practiced
’ damage limitation
drill’ on the issue.. . The POWMIA Office has been cloistered,
for all practical purposes, and
left to its own fortunes.
“That national leaders continue
to address the prisoner of war
and missing in action issue as
the ‘highest national priority’ is
the Colonel said.
a
“The mind-set to ‘debunk’ is
alive and well. ..Practically all
analysis is directed to finding
fault with the source. Rarely
has there been any effective,
active follow through on any of
the sighting of POW’s in captivity, nor is there a responsive
‘action arm’ to routinely and
aggressively pursue leads.
“It appea?s, ” Peck charged,
“that the entire issue is being
manipulated by unscrupulous
people in government, or assogovemciated
with
the
ment.. .The entire charade does
not appear to be an honest ef#13

fort, and may never have been.
“From what I witnessed, ” Peck
concluded, “it appears that any
soldier left in Vietnam, even inadvertently, was, in fact, abandoned years ago, and that the
farce that is being played is no
more than political legerdemain
done with ‘smoke and mirrors’
to stall the issue until it dies a
natural death. ”
What are you going to do,
America?
You are in your
testing right now! Will you allow them to offer you “falsified
photographs” when they have
been authenticated and the people RECOGNIZED?
Are you
going to allow “forged signature
on the back” as a cop-out? You
have live men who served and
gave their lives into permanent
prison in a death-pit for your
nation and--to cover the drug
activities of your own CIA and
government people--they will be
DIE
left
intentionally
to
THERE!
WHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO DO ABOUT THIS?
AREN’T YOU ABOUT SICK
OF YELLOW RIBBONS?
Moreover, what are you going
to do about Col. Peck? The full
intention is to KILL him--he
knows it and all the military
brotherhood caught in the same
trap know it! What are you going to do, America? Oh yes, he
will soon have a very sad accident or terminal disease or,
or, or. This has become the
reward for truth and bravery
against the mockery of the system as it has become--and still
the popularity polls shout for
ticker-tape parades.
How can
you sleep at night, America?
Well you have over 9 thousand
missing and unacc4~)
counted for just from the Asian
sector. Yes, I wonder that any
of you sleep at all!

OUR COURT CASE
The opposition attorney claimed
this writer produces fanatical
and preposterous propaganda
and for this he would have her
home stolen forcibly from her.
He then removes document after
document and tapes from the
court records (has now been
witnessed doing so) and the response? If this is written about
or spoken outside thE court
chambers he will sue for
defamation.. . . He now writes
and really threatens if anything
further is done regarding the
Do you really think
matter.
NOTHING will be done? Come
now--when you have had everything taken that can be taken
you have nothing to lose! He
has perpetrated a felony offense
and now obstructs justice by
threats to silence through terror
tactics--oh, I think we will do
something.
Since this person
receives the
via his
“spies” in thecommunity, I assume he will enjoy this message. But I believe we have
failed to document any names or
places so if he wants to go on
limitation and deletion of freedom of speech and freedom of
the press, so be it. On just the
basis of the letter alone, he is
subject to immediate arrest by
police officers according to the
law.
Well, I don’t want this little
artist off the case--he has become an unbelievable show to
all the judicial system and every
clerk, bailiff and judge is
watching him now through the
magnifying glass.
He claims that this lady who is
somehow his adversary is the
same as “Dharma” and that
Dharma and her husband publish “a local weekly newspaper”. All the above is incorrect.
All of it.
SHE publishes
NOTHING--much less a local
weekly newspaper.
The only

thing ever placed in the local
paper was in an advertising
weekly as paid space by America West who can publish anything they choose to publish
anywhere they can get it published . Further, let him sue-these ones have nothing left for
him to take! Enough of you
have supported the attorneys to
keep the case going nicely to
stand for Constitutional Rights
and we are humbly grateful.
This is the ONLY way you can
turn the corruption around and
clear it out--by standing and
seeing the misery through to the
bitter or blessed ending. The
corruption goes all the way to
the government Elite and they
will give no “discovery” nor
allow witnessing because they
are cornered in their own nest of
traps--but the case has still only
just begun--hundreds of thousands of dollars and three and a
half years later--the defendants
have not so much as been recognized in a court.
Ah, but you might say--Dharma
is the writer! Indeed--but she is
I AM
NOT the AUTHOR!
THE AUTHOR AND IF NEED
BE I SHALL TAKE THE
STAND AND IT WILL BE A
MOST INTERESTING DAY
INDEED!
,
HONOR TO MORE
POW-MIA
The North Koreans, after nearly
40 years, have returned the remains of 11 U.S. servicemen
killed during the Korean War to
the UN Command, under which
American troops fought the war
against North Korea and Red
China.
By the way--do you wish to
know how the Chinese cinched
the Most Favored Nation status?
It had nothing to do with
“human rights”, etc. The final
threat is NOT a THREAT.
There are hundreds of thousands

->
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of dissident Chinese which are
ready to be shipped to Mexico
to move into the U.S. from the
Southern route.
The Chinese
fully intended to send them by
carrier just as they did the unwanted Cubans. Yes, I speak of
NOW! It really isn’t such a HoHum world as you might think
if you ever open your eyes except to the television for your
sleep training.
Sen. Bob Smith on June 24
(1991) led a delegation of
Americans who were present
when the remains (a few bone
fragments and a couple of teeth
for the whole lot of them) were
returned by communists at the
so-called peace village of Panmunjom, along the demilitarized
zone that separates North and
South Korea.

AT any rate you got down to
where the U.S. accounted for all
save 389 Americans still listed
as missing in action by the UN
Command--officially.
Each
year a list of their names is presented to the communists at
Panmunjom for an accounting.
Each and every year the
communists reject the request.
Although evidence that the 389
were KNOWN TO BE ALIVE
AND IN COMMUNIST CAPTIVITY IS CONCLUSIVE, the
men
have
been
declared
“presumed dead” by their own
government.
What about this last silly exchange? From Korea, the remains were flown to Hawaii,
where they will be identified by
the Army’s Central Identification Laboratory.

MISSING
Smith has been a leader in
Congress in the effort to obtain
a full accounting of American
prisoners of war and missing in
action from wars dating back to
World War II.
There are a total of 8,177
still
American
servicemen
missing from the Korean War,
all of whom were declared
“presumed dead” by the U.S.
government during the war or
shortly after the hostilities ended
with a cease-fire agreement consummated at Panmunjom in
1953.
Part of the agreement called for
the repatriation of all POW’s
who wished to be repatriated.
About two dozen U.S. prisoners
decided not to be repatriated,
but most have since returned to
the United States, while tens of
thousands of North Koreans and
Red Chinese refused to return.
Now this is what the party line
says. Don’t be bluffed into believing it to be truth.

The remains were met in Hawaii
by Mrs. Dolores Alfond, who
heads the Seattle-based National
Alliance of Families, an organization of family members of
still
American
servicemen
missing from all wars in which
U.S. military personnel were involved .
Mrs. Alfond’s brother is missing in action from the Vietnam
War.
,DRAPED BY UN FLAG
(STAGGERING. ISN’T IT?)
It is no different to a previous
return of some five Americans’
remains on May 28, 1990, after
being received by the UN
Command on the North Korean
side of the so-called truce line,
their caskets were draped, not
with the U.S. flag, but the UN
flag. Where are you, America?
Ironically, only the North Koreans seemed to object to this
sleight of hand, and in their
case, because they had thought
they were returning the remains
h ->
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to U.S. officials.
The U. S . congressional delegation at that time was headed by
Rep. G.V.
“Sonnv” MontAre you still with
me?
For you who denounce this message--I have a few questions to
thrust at you and I demand answers as that is what you do to
me and my people: Where did
you get all your information that
this is untrue? Whose story is
more LIKELY TO BE TRUE
IN VIEW OF UNCOVERING
FACTS? What time and how
do you do all your hours and
hoo;rvof research to discount my
Where, m fact, DO
YOU’
GET
YOUR
INFORMATION? HOW MANY
YELLOW RIBBONS DID YOU
STRING UP?
FOR WHO?
MANY
OF
THE
HOW
SERVICEMEN
YOUNG
FROM YOUR TOWN CAN
YOU
you tell
me the latitude and longitude of
Iraq? Saudi Arabia? Has anyone given YOU a first hand account of the bombing of the barracks which killed your men in
Saudi Arabia? I have witnesses
that it was intentional.
What
about all that “precision surgical” bombing that hit only
civilian centers and left all the
military installations intact including the nuclear centers?
What about those cannon’s of
Bull’s? Who is Bull? No Bull?
It is time you stopped all the
bull!
CASKETS OPENED
During last year’s return of remains, each casket was opened
at the demilitarized zone by the
North Koreans, who related
pertinent information about the
contents. Then a small wooden
box placed next to each coffin
was opened to display and in#13

ventory any personal effects of
the dead.
The remains of hundreds of
American POW’s who died in
communist captivity at the socalled Camp No. 5, which was
located along the Yalu River
which separates North Korea
from Red China, are known to
be buried in cemeteries near the
death camp.
Negotiations to allow a U.S.
team to excavate the graves
broke down two years ago after
the North Koreans were linked
to the terror bombing of a South
Korean Air plane over Burma.
The North Koreans readily admit that the graves contain the
bodies of American servicemen
who died while in captivity.
Well, bargaining chips are bargaining chips, I suppose, and
cover-up seems to be the accepted manner of governmental
service. Only now, the coverup is of the most massive opium
trail of heroin in the world. If
this is YOUR idea of justice and
humanism then I want none of
your humanism and, furthermore--you had best wait around
for that fabulous rapture that the
evangelists offer you for dripping the blood of the Christ on
your lily-whites. Your Cosmic
Brotherhoods want none of you
who function in this heinous
manner aboard any of their incredible and honored craft.
When your government does
these things in your very faces
and you can still be made to
think it is some little gray aliens
from under Area 51 holding the
poor innocents hostage--I pity
you!
SO. LET’S LOOK
AT LAOS
Welcome to another scam-sham.
U.S.

efforts

to account

for

prisoners of war and missing in
action of the Vietnam War in
the neighboring
Vietnamese
;;:I$
state of Laos are a bigger
.
There was at least one undercover-agent that is named who
went in personally and uncovered the rat’s nest. There are
others but they are still working,
so let’s protect them. Let us
just talk about one little group
from Kingston, North Carolina
where the national Homecoming
II Project is based. They were
able to insert into Laos a private
investigator disguised as a minister representing
a church
group supposedly interested in
undertaking a missionary project
in the tiny remote nation.
Dennis Daly of Hubert, North
Carolina posed as a minister for
United Evangelical Ministries
International, which was created
by Homecoming II. He spent
two weeks in0os seeking leads
as to the location of any imprisoned American servicemen. He
also evaluated the activities of
the U.S. Embassy in the Laotian
capital of Vientiane to determine
the fate of more than 600
Americans who are still listed as
missing in Laos.
I am now
asked if this is his Real identity?
Would I tell you? Thank you.
VISA SCAM
Daly’s efforts began with his
discovery of a scam being conducted by the Laotian govemment in issuing visas to Americans who desire to visit the
Southeast Asian state.
The normal procedure in obtaining a visa is to apply at the
nation’s embassy or a consulate.
At the Laotian Embassy in
Washington, however, Daly was
told he would have to contact
Lao-American Inc., located at
338 S. Hancock Ave. in Elgin,
.
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Illinois.
Upon calling Lao-American,
Daly was told that he would
have to write a letter outlining
his request and his reasons for
wanting to visit Laos.
In the letter, Daly said his
church was interested in humanitarian work, particularly in
setting up a clinic in Laos to
determine the effect the U.S.
dropping of the defoliant Agent
Orange during the war had on
the Laotian people.
LETTER WAS TOO LONG
Daly was told by return mail
that his letter was too long and
that he should write a shorter
one. He was also told to send
$35 for the visa, which would
go to the Laotian Embassy,
$17.50 for postage to send the
visa, an actual cost of less than
$2, and $50 for Lao-American,
for providing the service.
How and why the U.S. State
Department allows the Laotian
government to operate such an
obvious scam, contrary to all
international laws and procedures to issue visas, is not
known.
I
In any case, after a stopover in
Thailand,
Bangkok,
DdY
reached Vientiane, Laos, on
April 19.
On the second day of his visit
Daly visited the U.S. Embassy,
where he was shocked to discover that there was no active
effort at the embassy to seek the
missing Americans, contrary to
what U.S. government officials
have led the, American public to
believe.
CRASH SITE MAP
He was taken into a room behind the receptionist’s area,
where he saw a map on the wall
#13

marked with the crash sites of
downed U.S. aircraft. The map
indicated that three of the sites,
out of dozens, had been excavated by joint U.S.-Laotian
teams seeking remains of U.S.
servicemen and one was marked
as having been surveyed for
excavation.
The American public has been
led to believe that the excavations have been far more extensive.
He asked the agricultural specialist if he could take a picture
of the map. The man indicated
that he couldn’t and that they
should not even be in the room.
In any case, Daly determined
during that visit and subsequent
visits that there was no staff at
the embassy assigned to seek information about missing American POW’s or MIA’s.
On a later visit to the embassy,
Daly revealed to officials that he
was not in Laos only for missionary work but to seek
information about U.S. POW’s
and MIA’s on behalf of his
senator, Jesse Helms, who was
undertaking an investigation of
the POW-MIA issue as the
ranking minority member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
A key Helms staffer
lowed up with a letter
that Daly was making
on behalf of the Senate

later foloutlining
inquiries
probe.

Daly suddenly found that the
atmosphere of the embassy had
turned very, very cool, and a request to view the embassy’s
non-classified files on POW’s
and MIA’s was refused flatly,
with the comment that if Helms
himself asked to view such files
he would get the very same response.
Daly also discovered that upon

leaving the embassy he had suddenly picked up a “tail”, that
someone was now following
him, in fact two someones.
POLICE AT HOTEL
Upon returning to the hotel,
Daly found a member of the
Immigration
Police
awaiting him.
His visa was examined by the
policeman and he was asked a
series of questions about his reasons for being in the country.
The policeman left after making
certain that Daly was aware that
his visa would not be extended
and that he would have to leave
the country on May 4--or else.
Daly also discovered that he had
a “tail” everywhere he went
until he left Laos.
The Homecoming II agent found
it almost impossible to get out
into the countryside, beyond Vientiane, although he did manage
to visit a lake north of the city.
It was of interest because islands
on the lake had been used for
communist
“reeducation
camps”.
He found that they
were no longer in use.
Homecoming II officials said
that Daly’s visit, in addition to
exposing as a sham U.S. Embassy efforts to account for
American servicemen missing in
Laos, allowed him to establish
numerous contacts sympathetic
to the POW-MIA cause.

Both were blasted away by
Cosmospheres--1 care not what
you are told about misorbiting
satellites and sycophants. The
two
“taken-out”
pieces of
equipment were to be in conjunction with the present shuttle
project. You will note the shuttle had its usual SUDDEN
problems with circuits, etc.,
while they scramble and rescramble plans. Things are just
not going well with your war!
But you better not put away
those yellow ribbons for the one
in the Middle East, with Israel
stirring the pot, is a biggie.
What will you be told about the
missile blast at Edwards test
grounds?
Nothing, and very,
very few will even inquire for
hardly anyone even took note
and yet, it looked exactly as if
the sun were coming forth--at
4:30 A.M.
I did not mean to appear evasive
on the yesterday when queried
regarding the matter--it was
simply not the time nor place to
make explanation--until it was
decided what would be done
with the shuttle launch. So be
it. Thank you, John.
God bless you, little ones. You
are broken and confused but you
are awakening and when you are
alert and well awake so that it is
feasible--we will help you fix it.
salu.
Hatonn to clear.
7121191

BRIEF COMMENTS
We are out of space so I will
mention only one more item and
then close this message. For
you in this particular location
who witnessed the flash from
Edwards on or about 4:00-4:30
A.M. a morning or so ago--yes,
it was an effort to launch a
rocket which would link systems
with the missile launched from
the aircraft off Monterey earlier.
‘10
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Please note that which is being
presented to the Arab world and
I need not
offered to Israel.
comment on what WILL happen
but I want you to see what is alThe new
ready transpiring.
“offer” to Israel is to “freeze”
building, on the occupied territories--those places where they
were forbidden to build. Is that
#13

not like having a bank robber
who has now killed 30 of 40
people in a bank robbery and
now you say it is OK if you
don’t kill any more, we will pay
you some more to not kill any
more and you can keep all the
bank holdings in addition.!?!
Why do you think the delays in
negotiations and the incredible
speed with which Israel has
stolen land by the hundreds of
acres every week and started
massive building of at least infrastructure?
If they have
everything in place and the land
stolen and then you “freeze”
further building but you already
have everything--what are you
doing? What are you allowing?
Well, your Secretary of State
has authority to sell the U.S.
down the tubes, dear brothers-hook, line and baited sinker.
POW INVESTIGATION
Aren’t you in comfort this day?
There will be 25 govemment/Pentagon investigators sent
to look into possibility of living
prisoners in Vietnam. Is Col.
Gritz one of the investigators?
How about Col. Peck? How
can you stomach this type of
treason and execution tactics?
And moreover, “they will do it
around August”, for they say
now,
“. . .these things take
time! ” Time? Is not over two
decades enough “time”? What
about the interim “time” allowed to “kill” the remaining
prisoners so that they CANNOT
talk?
How many of you have seen the
production original docudrama
called “DOUBLECROSS” on
HBO? This is an “average”
movie about Barry Seals-v-of
whom I have written recently-involved with the CIA and
drugs in Nicaragua, Panama,
etc. It covers nicely the participation of ones you recognize,
pretty well to keep them
“hidden’‘--but ALL of you

should see it--I SPEAK OF
CONFIRMATION
OF
TRUTH!
DO NOT WAIT
UNTIL YOU ARE DEAD
AND THERE IS NO RETURN
OR RECOURSE.
GET OFF
YOUR DUFFS AND DEMAND THOSE PRISONERS
BE BROUGHT HOME! YOU
MUST ALL FACE WHAT
YOUR NATION HAS BECOME! IS THIS TREASON?!
ABSURD--THE
TREASONISTS ARE THE ONES WHO
HAVE
MURDERED,
THIEVED and DESTROYED
YOUR NATION AND PEOPLE THROUGH THE LIES
AND
CONTROLLED
DECEIT--SOLD YOUR NATION
DOWN THE DRAIN--THOSE
ARE THE TREASONISTS!
Up? They have misled
you so long that you respond in
helplessness for you truly do not
know that which to do--so find
out how and where you can
serve--there are now
groups about ‘your nation $2
ing day and night specifically on
these points.
America West
doesn’t even pretend to know
them all but they will direct you
to someone who can further direct you if you have no resources. I, further, ask that a
listing of involved groups be
available for reference and then
those ones can further reference
and direct to suitable working
groups, i.e., Constitutional Law
Center,
Constitution
‘90,
FACTS, Patriots, Corporations,
Investments, etc. People cannot
serve and participate if they
know not where to go to join in
unity. Perhaps YOUR purpose
is to be one of “directing traffit”--it is as blessed as any
other! The “least” is that which
is accepted most wondrously
from Creator. Thine “intent” is
thine passage. So be it.

By Violinio Germain & Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(GOD) gives us a very
special 28 page introduction in
this 33rd book of our
PHOENIX JOURNAL series.
This book is a
for it tells us the minute
details of what radiating atoms
really are (NOT WHAT MOST
OF OUR SCIENTISTS HAVE
BEEN TELLING US) and why
in particular certain atoms are to
be left in their natural state
within the ground or we and
as a result of our violating
nature’s processes of preparing
a planet for life as we know it.
Germain tells us of several actual nuclear plant meltdowns
and how the hosts (stationed in
star-ships above us) brought
them under control to save Earth
WHILE
from
destruction,
RISKING THEIR OWN DESTRUCTION.

********

contamination
The
nuclear
problem is detailed and
11
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Included in this book are several
charts and many figures to help
the reader to understand these
concepts, THE MOST INMPORTANT CONCEPTS EVER
GIVEN TO MAN BY GOD
(ATON)!
Included in this book are several
charts and many figures to help
the reader to understand these
concepts,

also keeps us well
about the details of the
economical and geohappenings and the
about what is taking
place on our Mother Earth,
which the Elite try to keep well
hidden.

THE DEATH OF FREEDOM,
also available through America
West. The Constitution Package is $12 plus shipping. THE
PACKAGE WITH THE BOOK
IS $20 PLUS SHIPPING.

v
America West is now offering a
resource guide for shelters
(Nuclear),
medical
supplies,
bulk food and food storage, alternative energy and various alternative survival needs. All resources are within the United
States. The cost for this documentation is $10 plus shipping.

Hatonn
informed
political,
political

This “kit” is for groups
individuals who want

or

about saving our United States
Constitution. This package has
very specific information which
will assist in
Topics covered in the
package
are:
the
Liberty
Amendment, the Flag Burning
Amendment, Anti-Crime Bill,
Executive Orders, Gun control,
Internal Revenue Service, the
Federal Reserve Board, the
holding of a Constitutional Convention. IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT WHAT IS
HAPPENING
TO
YOUR
COUNTRY.. .IF THE WORDS
NEW
WORLD
ORDER
SENDS A CHILL THROUGH
YOU...THEN
THIS KIT IS
FOR YOU!
Recommended
supplemental reading:
RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUTION:

RADIO SHOW
July 27, 1991, 7-9 AM KNRY
1240 AM
Monterey,
CA
KEST 1450 AM San Francisco,
KOBO 1450 AM Sacramento,
CA
SEMINAR
Saturday, July 27 9:30 AM5:30 PM $25 (includes a copy
of SPACEGATE at the Hyatt,
4219 El Camino Real,
Palo
Alto, CA.,
Speakers Lt. Col. Bo Gritz, On
The CIA/Drug Trade, Takai
Anagoston, M.D. on Surviving
the AIDS Plague, Cyril Minett
on Exposing the New World
Order and George and Desiree
Green on Surviving the Economic Conspiracy.

Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Cry of The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Nak@ Phoenix
.
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Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
The Phoenix Operator-Owner
Manual
Operation Shanstorm
End of the Masquerade
Matter Anti-Matter
Let There Be LIGHT Pleiades
Connection Vol. II
I And My Father Pleiades Connection Vol. III
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I &
II ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III
& IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’ s V &
VI ($15)
The price is $10 per JOURNAL, (EXCEPTING
EX-PRESS) 10% discount on
orders of 4 or more. California
residents add 7.25% sales tax.
Add shipping, UPS $3.25 and
$1.00 each additional or U.S.
Mail $2.50 for first title and
$1 .OOeach additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
EXPRESS: U.S.is $20 per 13
ISSUES, $40 for 26, $75 for
52, Canada 13 issues $22, 26-$44, 52--$80, foreign 13-$30,
26--$60
52--$l lO (including
back issues for current Volume) .
Send orders and Payments to:
America
West
Distributors,
P.O. Box 986, Tehachapi, CA.
93581.
,
For credit card orders or book
catalog and sample newsletter
call
For personal inquiries or other purposes, please call 1/805-8229655.
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